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Abstract
An offline handwriting recognition system for Urdu, a language with a user base of 200 Million and written in Nastaleeq

script, has been a challenge for the research community. The key problems include recognition of complex ligature shapes

and lack of publicly available datasets. This paper addresses both these problems by (i) proposing an end-to-end hand-

writing recognition system based on a new CNN-RNN architecture with n-gram language modeling, and (ii) presenting a

new unconstrained dataset called NUST-UHWR. We compiled the first unconstrained Urdu handwritten data from around

1000 people from diverse background, age and gender population. The text in this dataset is selected carefully from seven

different fields to ensure the presence of commonly used words in different domains. The model architecture is capable of

incorporating fine-grained features necessary for handwritten text recognition of complex ligature languages. Our method

addresses the limitations of existing architectures and provides state-of-the-art performance on Urdu handwritten text. We

achieve a minimum character error rate of 5.28% on Urdu handwriting recognition (UHWR) and establish a state-of-the-

art. The paper further demonstrates the generalization ability of the proposed model by training on English language and

bilingual (Urdu and English) handwritten data.

Keywords Deep learning � Computer vision � Optical character recognition � Urdu � Nastaleeq � CNN � RNN �
Handwriting recognition

1 Introduction

Urdu has the second largest user base in the Indian sub-

continent region. Urdu language has 45 characters that join

together to form different ligatures depending on their

position in a sentence [1]. An estimate puts the unique

ligatures in Urdu to be above 26,000 [2]. Other complex-

ities in the script include absence of word spacing [3], no

standardized baseline, diagonal writing style, contextual

shape change of letters [4] and different writer styles

depending on the writer and the medium. The complex

nature of Urdu printed text in Nastaleeq script has

remained a major challenge in developing a robust Urdu

OCR system. The complexity of handwritten text is much

more than the printed text; for languages like Urdu where

printed OCR is challenging, the added complexities of

handwritten text increase the challenges for automated

recognition multifolds. Conventional pattern recognition

techniques fail to capture the script’s intricacies, thereby

resulting in unavailability of practical solutions.

There is an increased focus to digitize content in the

region; however, handwriting is still the primary mean of

information distribution in segments such as government,

retail and education. Moreover, there is a plethora of his-

toric literature that is kept in hard copy for centuries. This

vast amount of information needs to be connected to the
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digital world through an automated system. Historic liter-

ature is under the risk of extinction if not digitized due to

aging of the scripts it was written on. There have been

efforts at government level in Pakistan to digitize this

content through manual transcription; however, transcrib-

ing this volume of data manually is laborious, time con-

suming, and expensive.

Arabic, the sister language of Urdu, has attracted more

interest from research and industry alike with many com-

mercial systems supporting printed Arabic text. Arabic

handwriting has also received major attention with accu-

racy figures comparing to Latin scripts. Urdu has, however,

only recently gained attention from the computer vision

community. There is only one commercial OCR solution

[5] for printed Urdu text, and there is no commercial sys-

tem for Urdu handwriting. In the research community,

printed Urdu text has gained major attention with Naeem

et al. [6] reporting one of the first results of Urdu OCR on

real-world data. Urdu handwriting is, however, still in

infancy with only one public dataset [7]. This dataset was

collected in standardized environment with writers

instructed to follow a baseline and hence does not depict

performance of the model in the real world. We address

this issue by collecting our own Urdu handwriting dataset.

The main contributions of our work are:

1. We collected the first unconstrained dataset for Urdu

handwriting that covers more than 73% of Urdu

ligatures.

2. We developed a model based on convolutional neural

networks (CNN) [8] and long short-term memory

networks (LSTM) [9] to achieve state-of-the-art results

for Urdu handwriting recognition.

3. We show the generalization ability of our model by

testing it with IAM handwriting database and bilingual

dataset consisting of Urdu and English.

This paper is further divided in five sections. Section 2

discusses the related works. Section 3 discusses the data-

sets used in this paper. Section 4 discusses the design cycle

of our presented model. Section 5 describes our experi-

mental setup, Sect. 6 presents the results and Sect. 7 con-

cludes the study.

2 Related works

Research in Urdu character recognition is focused on

printed Urdu text. Pal and Sarkar [10] proposed one of the

first works on printed Urdu script. They proposed a system

for individual character recognition based solely on image

processing techniques in feature extraction, segmentation

and recognition. They reported a 97.8% character level

accuracy on isolated characters. Several segmentation free

approaches have been proposed that rely on Hidden Mar-

kov Models (HMM) [11]. Ud Din et al. [12] proposed a

technique using statistical features and HMM for Urdu

ligature recognition. The authors in [13] presented a seg-

mentation free approach using context shape matching

techniques for Urdu and Arabic OCR. They generated the

Urdu Printed Text Image (UPTI) database and found that

the system’s accuracy is comparable to Arabic OCR as

well as Google’s Tesseract [14]. Sardar and Wahab [15]

presented an OCR system that was independent of fonts

and scripts. Ul-Hasan et al. [1] and Ahmed et al. [16] used

deep learning approaches for Nastaleeq script recognition.

They used bidirectional LSTMs followed by Connectionist

Temporal Classification (CTC) layer. Ul-Hasan [4] pro-

posed Hierarchical Sub-sampling LSTM (HSLSTM) net-

works and reported 2.55% error rate on UPTI dataset. It

was demonstrated that HSLSTMs were more efficient and

accurate than multi-dimensional LSTM (MDLSTM) net-

works. Naz et al. [17] used MDLSTMs with statistical

features for Urdu Nastaleeq text recognition and achieved

an error rate of 5.03%. They later demonstrated that using

MDLSTMs with raw pixels for automated feature extrac-

tion outperforms manual feature extraction and achieves

50% reduction in error rate [18]. The system presented in

[19] uses overlapped windows for extracting statistical

features and achieved 3.6% error rate. A hybrid approach

consisting of CNN for low level feature extraction fol-

lowed by MDLSTMs for learning higher level features and

classification was presented in [20]. The authors reported

an error rate of 1.88%.

Handwritten character recognition has been a great

challenge for researchers in the domain of document

analysis and recognition. Segmentation of words/ligatures

is a challenging task in handwritten script recognition due

to cursive and overlapping features of characters. More-

over, complex and continuous ligatures make it hard for the

recognition model to classify individual characters. Hand-

written script recognition can be broadly divided into

online and offline recognition. Offline character recogni-

tion is a more complex problem compared to online setting

[21]. Graves et al. [22] proposed a system consisting of

RNN layers followed by CTC [23] layer for scenarios

where it is difficult to segment data. Presented system had a

minimum error rate of 11:5% for online data and 18:2% for

offline IAM dataset.

For offline handwriting recognition, current state-of-the-

art approaches rely on multidimensional recurrent neural

networks. Graves and Schmidhuber [24] proposed an off-

line handwriting recognition system using multidimen-

sional LSTMs (MDLSTMs) and CTC. That system

achieved an error rate of 8:6% on 2007’s ICDAR Arabic

Handwriting Recognition competition. Pal et al. [25] used

different classifiers and presented comparison of results of
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handwriting recognition for multiple Indic scripts. Messina

et al. [26] presented a segmentation free approach for

Chinese handwriting recognition using MDLSTMs and

reported a 16:5% character error rate. They used character

level language models that reduced the CER to 10:6%.

Authors in [27] use four-layer bidirectional gated recurrent

unit (GRU) network for offline Arabic handwriting

recognition. They show that the model has greater capacity

of generalization than the conventional three layer LSTM

approach. Bluche et al. [28] proposed a method for auto-

matic transcription of handwritten text without prior seg-

mentation based on attention models and MDLSTM. Wu

et al. [29] replaced traditional MDLSTM-RNN with sepa-

rable MDLSTM-RNN that uses less computation and

resources compared to the traditional MDLSTM-RNN.

Recent work in handwriting recognition focuses on

using Hybrid models [30–33]. Adak et al. [32] uses a

Lenet-5 CNN architecture followed by RNN and CTC

layer for handwritten Bengali word recognition. The

authors in [33] use CNN to generate attribute embedding of

words followed by BLSTM with CTC layer to get the

output. Several approaches have been presented for

Devanagari handwriting recognition based on SVM clas-

sifiers. Shaw et al. [34] used contour and skeleton based

feature representations with multiclass SVM classifier for

Devanagari handwriting recognition. Another approach in

[35] uses a combination of Gradient, Structural and Con-

cavity (GSC) features and Directional Distance Distribu-

tion (DDD) features with multiclass SVM classifier. A

hybrid model consisting of CNN followed by BLSTM was

proposed in [36] for online recognition of Devanagari and

Bangla Handwriting. Dutta et al. [37] presented a CNN-

RNN hybrid architecture and benchmarked it on IIIT-HW-

Dev dataset as well as their own dataset and achieved state-

of-the-art results. A bidirectional LSTM model followed by

CTC layer is presented by Chakraborty [38] for online

Bangla recognition. Recently, combining classifiers with

adaptive boosting and bootstrap aggregating has been

proposed for medieval handwritten Gurmukhi character

recognition [39].

Transcribed and unconstrained datasets are a prerequi-

site for training machine learning algorithms for Urdu

handwriting recognition. There are only a handful of

datasets available for Urdu script. UCOM [7] is a publicly

available Urdu handwritten text dataset. UCOM dataset has

600 pages written by 100 individuals and total number of

text lines is 4,800, whereas unique text lines are only 48

and unique ligatures are 321. These lines and ligatures are

not sufficient for the development of a robust handwriting

recognition system as Urdu has more than 26,000 ligatures

[2]. Authors of UCOM trained a recurrent neural network-

based system on 50 text lines and tested against 20 text

lines. They used edit distance for error evaluation and

reported an error rate of 0.04� 0.06%. Raza et al. [40]

presented a database for Handwritten Urdu sentences that

consists of 2001 text lines produced by 200 writers and 400

filled forms. The data was generated using 66 unique forms

generated from 6 domains. Malik and Khan [41] developed

an online handwriting recognition system for Urdu lan-

guage. Their system extracted different features including

hat features, slope and writing direction. A hierarchical

database of Urdu characters is maintained with respect to

character structure type. Structure of an incoming character

is compared against the stored characters in order to clas-

sify the character. The system reported 7% error rate.

We identify one constraint and one practical problem

with the current state of Urdu handwriting recognition.

Urdu has more than 26,000 ligatures [2], the datasets

available only contain a small subset of the available

ligatures and do not contain a generalized representation of

its handwritten script. Hence, the constraint is a lack of

comprehensive dataset. The practical problem is the com-

plexity of the language. As the number of complex, con-

tinuous and cursive ligatures in Urdu is large, the

conventional deep learning recognition architectures such

as CNN-RNN hybrids do not have the capacity to account

for all of them [36]. Needless to say that equally large

amount of data is required to train a model on these

complex features. We notice that language modeling

improves the OCR accuracy significantly [42, 43] and is a

useful addition to handwriting recognition systems. In this

paper, we analyze and address both these problems and

incorporate language modeling to improve the recognition

accuracy.

3 NUST Urdu handwriting dataset (NUST-
UHWR)

Our approach towards Urdu handwritten text recognition

was to first develop a comprehensive dataset called NUST-

UHWR. Dataset preparation was divided into data analysis

and database preparation phases, which are described

below.

3.1 Data analysis

Data is collected from seven different domains: Columns,

News, Urdu Literature, Science & Technology, Religious,

Sports and Finance, to capture a significant number of

ligatures of Urdu. Data is downloaded from different

websites consisting of news and social media sites. The text

containing words from other languages e.g. English, Pun-

jabi and Arabic, is removed based on unicode. Three

parameters were analyzed on the dataset.
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1. The total number of words

2. The total number of unique words

3. The total number of unique ligatures

Urdu alphabets have different joining rules with respect to

their position in the text [44], which makes analyzing

ligatures taxing and complicated. A rule-based approach

was adopted to extract ligatures. Unicode of alphabet and

their positioning information was used to classify them into

ligatures. Researchers at Center for Language Engineering

(CLE) have extracted 2,430 most frequently used ligatures

from wide range of domains [45]. All of these ligatures are

present in our extracted ligatures. They published around

18,000 unique ligatures for Urdu [45], and more than 73%

of these ligatures are present in our dataset.

3.2 Database preparation

Dataset creation process is summarized in Fig. 1. The

dataset was created by a collective effort of various insti-

tutes around Pakistan. A diverse group of 1,000 writers was

reached, belonging to different ethnic and educational

backgrounds, age groups and gender. The writers were

allowed to write in an unconstrained environment to model

writings from real-world scenarios. The writers used dif-

ferent mediums and markers with different line widths. For

distinguishing purposes we are calling these handwritten

documents ‘‘forms’’.

The forms received had several issues in them. Some

words were missing from the start or end of the lines, some

lines were interchanged while writing and several words

were written incorrectly as shown in Fig. 2. These issues

were resolved by manual verification. After scrutiny of the

forms, correct ones were scanned with 300 dpi scanner and

labeled manually. Scanned forms had some skewness due

to human error. To detect and correct the skewness, a

projection profile method was used to obtain skew angle

and the forms were de-skewed accordingly [46].

Individual lines were extracted from the scanned forms

with line segmentation algorithms. Projection profile-based

line segmentation methods could not be applied due to

variable gaps between the lines (primarily due to super-

scripts and subscripts). This results in over-segmentation.

Overlapping and touching ligatures cause under-segmen-

tation as shown in Fig. 3. The problem of over-segmenta-

tion was solved by using a hybrid approach of estimating

row height and then using edit distance to merge smaller

rows [47]. The under-segmentation was manually cor-

rected. Table 1 presents the database statistics after cor-

rection and verification of image labels.

4 Model architecture

4.1 Convolutional recurrent neural network
(CRNN)

Handwriting recognition is treated as a sequence to

sequence mapping problem [22]. Convolutional recurrent

neural network (CRNN) [48] proposed by Shi et al. has

been the go to choice for character recognition of complex

scripts. CRNN is composed of three main parts [48].

A CNN-based feature extractor [8], an LSTM based

sequence labelling component [9] and CTC layer for

transcription [23]. The feature extractor consists of 7 layers

of CNN with max pooling and batch normalization layers

in between. The images are fed to the network at a height

of 32 pixels. The aspect ratio is maintained based on the

use case. The model is designed to reduce the 3D feature

map to a 2D sequence by max pooling the height dimen-

sion to 1. This approach results in several limitations that

were partially acknowledged in the original paper: the

Fig. 1 Process of database preparation: The raw data collected from different writers with different text was first filtered. Then parametric

analysis was done and the documents were scanned. The text lines were then segmented and added to the database
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width at low resolution limits the maximum number of

outputs in the final layer; moreover, there is a great amount

of information that is lost due to resizing to 32 pixels

height.

An approach for addressing the mentioned limitation of

CRNN is to increase the input resolution of the input

image. We fed our dataset at 64 pixel height while main-

taining the aspect ratio. In order to maintain the 3D feature

volume to a 2D sequence conversion in line with the

existing architecture, we introduced an additional max

pooling layer after the final convolutional layer (Table 2).

However, the model loses important information when it

performs excessive max pooling.

4.2 Proposed architecture

We perform some changes to CRNN and propose a new

architecture (Fig. 4) to address its limitations. In order to

address the limited resolution, we increase the size of the

input layer to 128 pixels height while maintaining the

aspect ratio. We concatenate the features in depth before

feeding them to the LSTM layers instead of eliminating the

dimension with excessive max pooling.

We introduce several measures to prevent over-fitting.

Batch normalization layers are part of each convolutions

block. Random sampling has proved to increase general-

ization by adding stochasticity [49]. We sample each batch

Fig. 2 The figures show the errors in the forms that had to be manually corrected. a Words missing from the start of the line b Words missing

from the end of the line c Words written incorrectly d Lines interchanged

Fig. 3 The figures show the problems in segmenting the handwritten

Urdu text lines. a Due to superscripts and subscripts the segmentation

algorithms fail resulting in over-segmentation. b Due to variable gaps

in the lines the projection profile based methods fail, resulting in

under-segmentation

Table 1 NUST-UHWR dataset statistics

Total no of scanned forms 884

Total no of text lines 10,608

Total no of words 110,940

Total no of unique words 24,327

Total no of unique ligatures 8237
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randomly from the dataset for each epoch leading to a new

combination of images on every update. Moreover, a ran-

dom distortion layer is introduced before the input layer to

randomly distort the image before feeding it to the network

for training. These distortions are in the form of translation,

smear, rotation and erode as shown in Fig. 5. The random

distortions have the effect that the network never sees the

same image twice during training.

Moreover, we perform an ablation study over the

parameters of the architecture to find the optimal network

structure. A detailed overview of the architectures is pro-

vided in Table 3.

4.3 Introduction of N-gram language models

Previous works in handwriting recognition make use of

explicit language models [50, 51]. Integration of n-gram

language models has shown to improve accuracy of rec-

ognizers. N-gram language models provide approximation

for sentence probabilities based on the relative frequencies

of n words [52]. They predict the probability of a word to

appear next in a sentence based on the sequence of previ-

ous n� 1 words. The order n of an n-gram defines the

context and the number of preceding words that will be

used for approximation.

We use interpolated n-gram models to combine the

strengths of higher- and lower-order n-grams and

smoothing to prevent zero frequency n-gram problems

[53], which can arise due to unseen words. For smoothing,

we use modified Kneser-Ney smoothing [54], a state-of-

the-art technique in language modeling and an extended

version of absolute discounting [55], which combines the

lower-order and higher-order models using the contextual

relationship between the n-gram orders.

Table 2 Network configuration of modified CRNN

Layer Configuration

Conv 1 ! 64, 3� 3

Max Pooling 2� 2

Conv 64 ! 128, 3� 3

Max Pooling 2� 2

Conv 128 ! 256, 3� 3

Batch Normalization –

Conv 256 ! 256, 3� 3

Max pooling 2� 2

Conv 256 ! 512, 3� 3

Batch Normalization –

Conv 512 ! 512, 3� 3

Max Pooling 2� 2

Conv 512 ! 512, 3� 3

Batch Normalization –

Max Pooling 2� 1

BDLSTM 256

BDLSTM 256

CTC Output

An additional max pooling layer is added to allow increased input

resolution

Fig. 4 The network architecture. The architecture consists of convolution blocks followed by a bidirectional LSTM block and a transcription

layer
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5 Experimental setup

5.1 Dataset and evaluation

For our Urdu handwriting experiments, we use NUST-

UHWR dataset. NUST-UHWR is split into threefold with

8000 training images, 1300 validation images and 1306 test

images. Images are flipped horizontally as proposed by

Naeem et al. [6] for left to right processing. We tested our

models recognition capability by training it on IAM Off-

line dataset. The dataset consists of unconstrained hand-

written text compiled using sentences from LOB text cor-

pus [56]. The IAM database [57] includes 1539 text forms

written by 657 different writers. The dataset is partitioned

into 6161 training images, 966 validation images and 2915

test images. We evaluate our handwriting recognition

model using Character Error Rate (CER) and Word Error

Rate (WER).

5.2 Implementation details

We implement our models in Pytorch. For our proposed

model, we use a LeakyReLU activation function and a

learning rate of 3e�4 with Adam Optimizer. We built our

language models using SRILM toolkit [58] and Kaldi [59]

decoder. The c value for pseudo-likelihood calculation,

acoustic scale factor and beam width were set to 0.2, 1.79

and 65, respectively, as used by [30]. We used our training

data ground truth as our text corpus. Our vocabulary con-

sisted of 5482 tokens.

5.3 Experiments performed

We have performed several experiments to evaluate the

efficacy of our approach. First of all, we wanted to estab-

lish the suitability of CRNN architectures employed in

scene text recognition for Urdu handwriting recognition.

So, we re-implemented one of the state-of-the-art scene

text recognition paper and apply that model for Urdu

HWR. The lessons learnt help us develop a better CRNN

model architecture suitable for handwriting recognition.

Fig. 5 The figures show some of

the images with different kinds

of distortions such as smearing,

translation, rotation, erosion

Table 3 We test different

configurations for the model

accuracy, training time and

compute resources required

UHWR6 UHWR5 UHWR4 UHWR3

Conv 1 ! 16, 3� 3 1 ! 16, 3� 3 1 ! 16, 3� 3 1 ! 16, 3� 3

Max Pooling 2� 2 2� 2 2� 2 2� 2

Conv 16 ! 32, 3� 3 16 ! 32, 3� 3 16 ! 32, 3� 3 16 ! 32, 3� 3

Max Pooling 2� 2 2� 2 2� 2 2� 2

Dropout 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Conv 32 ! 48, 3� 3 32 ! 48, 3� 3 32 ! 48, 3� 3 32 ! 48, 3� 3

Max pooling 2� 2 2� 2 2� 2

Dropout 0.2 0.2 0.2

Conv 48 ! 64, 3� 3 48 ! 64, 3� 3 48 ! 64, 3� 3

Dropout 0.2 0.2

Conv 64 ! 80, 3� 3 64 ! 80, 3� 3

Dropout 0.2

Conv 80 ! 128, 3� 3

BLSTM Block

CTC Output Output Output Output

We decrease the number of CNN layers from UHWR6 to UHWR3
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We have shown that performing excessive max pooling

causes the model to correctly recognize smaller diacritics

marks in Urdu script.

We then evaluated our model for several scenarios.

Firstly, we have performed extensive ablation studies to

validate our choice of architecture. Our results for changing

the CNN layers show that deeper architectures tend to

perform better owing to better capability to capture fine

details. Ablation study on LSTM layers indicates that

having more layers greatly help in learning semantic

information.

Secondly, we test the generalizability of our method by

training the same architecture for English (IAM offline

dataset) handwriting recognition task. Our method was able

to achieve the equivalent results on state-of-the-art meth-

ods for this dataset.

Thirdly, we also trained a joint model for bilingual

handwriting recognition to see the efficacy of our proposed

model. In this regard, a joint model on IAM Offline DB and

our proposed NUST-UHWR DB comprising of 217 class

samples.

Lastly, we evaluate the effect of employing the language

model on Urdu handwriting recognition task. Several

n-gram models were evaluated to determine the optimal

number of ‘‘n’’ for the task in hand.

6 Results and discussion

This section discusses the experimental evaluation of dif-

ferent models and the limitations of the existing models.

We further address these limitations in our model and

perform an ablation study to study the impact of our design

choices.

6.1 Limitations of CRNN for Urdu handwriting
recognition

The architectures studied and discussed in Sect. 4.1 high-

light a major limitation of adapting CRNNs i.e., scene text

recognition architectures for handwriting recognition.

Scene text recognition can afford to lose information dur-

ing max pooling as the task is not dependent on fine-

grained differences between characters. We show that this

is not the case in handwriting recognition, where small

details are required to differentiate between different

ligatures. Moreover, these details are especially important

in complex and continuous ligature languages. In such

languages, diacritics are the primary features for distin-

guishing different words/alphabets. For CRNN, before our

experiments, the implementation was trained on a scene

text dataset for sanity check to reproduce Shi et al.’s

experiments [48]. Once the results were reproduced, we

resized our Urdu handwriting images to height of 32 pixels

to feed them to the network for our experiments. We

observed during pre-processing that this resizing leads to

loss of critical information required for the Urdu script

such as ligatures and diacritics. This was further validated

when the network failed to learn these details and the loss

function output kept oscillating with a very high value.

Following our intuition, we modeled our next architec-

ture on CRNN with an increased resolution as discussed in

Sect. 4.1. The model achieved an error rate of 19:34% on

the test set. The model was then allowed to train further for

2200 epochs but it did not yield a greater accuracy. The

accuracy was far from the numbers achieved on problems

such as scene text with similar architectures. These results

have been reported in Table 4. After analyzing the failure

cases, we build upon our original hypothesis that this dis-

crepancy is due to two major limitations. As shown in

Fig. 8a–d, Urdu handwriting has complex superscript and

subscript that is crucial to differentiate between very sim-

ilar letters and ligatures. These complexities are over-

looked when the model performs max pooling intensively

as in the case of CRNN. Moreover, these fine details are

also lost due to resizing the image to a height of 64 or 32 as

in the previous case. Hence, higher resolution features are

required to achieve comparable results to other domains in

OCR.

6.2 Proposed architecture results

The proposed architecture in this paper, in Sect. 4.2,

addresses these limitations and achieves state-of-the-art

performance. We show comparative results with existing

methods in Table 4. The increased resolution allows for

fine-grained feature extraction in the convolutional layers

for smaller objects or in our case subscripts and super-

scripts. Researchers in fields such as object detection have

Table 4 Comparison of the character error rate on UHWR dataset

with state-of-the-art methods for printed and handwritten text

recognition

Method Valid CER (%) Test CER (%)

BLSTM [1] 27.39 27.05

Modified CRNN [48] 18.57 19.34

MDLSTM [24] 14.11 19.15

CNN-RNN [60] 13.25 14.12

BGRU [27] 13.50 13.28

Proposed (no LM) 7.25 7.35

Our proposed architecture outperforms the other methods even

without language modeling
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reported similar results for smaller objects with increased

resolution of input layer [61].

6.2.1 Ablation study

We perform an ablation study over our network architec-

ture to validate our architectural improvements. For the

first set of experiments, we vary the number of CNN layers

in the model shown in Fig. 4 from 6 to 3 while fixing the

BLSTM block at a layer size of 5 with 256 cells in every

layer. We observe that the deepest architecture, UHWR6,

naturally achieves the highest accuracy due to the model’s

high capacity. Moreover, we see small degradations in

error rate as we decrease the number of CNN layers in the

other architectures. This phenomena is also studied

extensively in the Computer Vision community and vali-

dated by our experiments. The initial CNN layers capture

the low level features that are usually common across

different architectures while the higher layers extract high

level features. These layers, although beneficial, can be

eliminated based on the computational resources available

for training and inference with the trade off in accuracy.

We observed that UHWR6, UHWR5 and UHWR4 archi-

tectures with six, five and four convolutional layers,

respectively, had comparable performance. As seen from

Table 5, the test CER increases from 7.35 to 7.66 as we go

from 6 CNN layers to 4 CNN layers. We see a more drastic

increase to 8.29 as we go to 3 CNN layers.

The training and validation error rates are presented in

Fig. 6. It is observed during training that the deeper an

architecture is, the sooner it converges. This is attributed to

the modeling capacity of the model as deeper models can

separate the data points to respective classes more easily in

higher dimensions. The shallower models have limited

parameters to tune leading to an increased training time.

However, the shallow architectures are able to approximate

the same functions to a close accuracy.

For the next set of experiments, we take the best per-

forming architecture UHWR6 and perform a ablation study

over different depths of the BLSTM Block. The number of

BLSTM layers is decreased from 5 to 1. We can see from

Table 6 that the deepest architecture UHWR6 achieves the

best accuracy validating our choice of architecture. Scene

text recognition architectures like CRNN [48] often use

only 2 LSTM layers. However, tasks like Urdu Handwrit-

ing Recognition greatly benefit from the increased

semantic information extracted by the deeper RNN blocks

as shows in Table 6.

6.2.2 Generalizability

We further test the generalizability of the proposed archi-

tectures by training the top 3 performing models on IAM

Offline Handwriting dataset. The results are presented in

Table 7. The deepest architecture achieves the lowest error

rates while the shallower architectures closely follow. The

results are equivalent to the state-of-the-art performance on

IAM handwriting dataset that stands at 5–9% CER [62] and

serve as a baseline comparison.

6.3 N-gram language model

OCR results can be further improved by introducing an

explicit language model as discussed in sect. 4.3. The

performance of n-gram models depends on the order n. For

our Urdu dataset, we test different orders of n-grams from 2

to 4 and report the character error rate (CER) and word

error rate (WER). The lowest error rate was achieved using

4-gram. CER improved by 1.97% for validation set and

1.86% for test set. A significant improvement of 7.61% is

observed in WER. We noticed that orders n ¼ 2; 3; 4 pro-

duced similar results with negligible performance

improvement as order increased, whereas the training time

increased significantly. Table 8 summarizes our results

with different n-gram orders. Higher-order n-grams do

show better performance but the order can be reduced

based on the resources available. The performance of

n-gram models depends significantly on the text corpus

used for training. We use our training ground truth as our

n-gram vocabulary. The performance can further be

improved by using a bigger corpus. In future, we propose

combining other Urdu text sources [6] with the training

corpus to estimate n-gram language model parameters.

6.4 Joint training model

Arabic scripts have an alphabet set that is completely dif-

ferent from Latin script. The two scripts are also different

in nature and possess different language rules. We further

study the capacity and generalization ability of our model

by jointly training Urdu with English. We combine the

training, validation and test sets of IAM database and

Table 5 UHWR ablation study on CNN layers: The table shows the

results of training architectures with different depths of CNN layers

on NUST-UHWR dataset

UHWR6 UHWR5 UHWR4 UHWR3

Epochs 195 210 228 295

Train CER (%) 6.33 6.55 6.63 7.09

Valid CER (%) 7.25 7.34 7.49 8.25

Test CER (%) 7.35 7.45 7.66 8.29

The number of BLSTM layers is kept the same at 5. The best CER

figure is 7.35% for UHWR6 architecture, which is also the deepest
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NUST-UHWR to have a training set of 14,161 images,

validation set of 2266 images and test set of 4221 images.

We then take the three top performing architectures,

UHWR6, UHWR5, UHWR4 and train them on this

combined dataset. The batches are randomly sampled to

get an equal representation of Urdu and English during

Fig. 6 The figures show the train and validation CER for the architectures shown in Table 3. Curves correspond to the architectures UHWR6,

UHWR5, UHWR4 and UHWR3. All the models were trained till convergence with a learning rate 0.0003

Table 6 UHWR6 ablation study

on BLSTM layers
UHWR6 UHWR6L4 UHWR6L3 UHWR6L2 UHWR6L1

BLSTM layers 5 4 3 2 1

Train CER (%) 6.33 5.94 6.01 7.22 10.96

Valid CER (%) 7.25 7.32 7.59 8.47 10.39

Test CER (%) 7.35 7.49 7.68 8.45 10.54

We take the best performing architecture UHWR6 and systematically decrease the number of RNN layers

from 5 to 1 to study the impact on the accuracy

Table 7 Results on IAM Offline handwriting dataset: The results are

comparable to the state-of-the-art CER for IAM dataset as described

in the text

UHWR6 UHWR5 UHWR4

Train CER (%) 2.87 2.96 2.91

Valid CER (%) 3.71 3.84 3.78

Test CER (%) 5.68 5.91 5.81

The deepest model UHWR6 performs the best with a CER of 5.68%

Table 8 Performance of different orders of n-gram language models,

with results in CER as well as WER

n CER (%) WER (%)

Valid Test Valid Test

no lm 7.25 7.35 27.32 27.00

2 5.39 5.55 19.5 19.48

3 5.30 5.51 19.26 19.48

4 5.28 5.49 19.23 19.39

The CER improves by 1.97% for validation set and 1.86% for the test

set. A significant improvement of 7.61% in WER is seen. The orders

n ¼ 2; 3; 4 produce similar results with negligible gain in performance
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training. The random distortion layers are kept and the

networks are trained to convergence and tested individually

on each test set and the combined test set.

In Table 9 we present the results for our joint training

for Bilingual OCR. We observe that the deepest architec-

ture again converges the fastest and achieves the best error

rate as discussed previously. The error rate is 6.61% for the

combined test set for the deepest architecture. However,

there is a drop in over-all accuracy when we apply this

model for individual language. This can be attributed to

two key reasons. There is a significant increase in the

number of classes the network is handling (217 classes),

which introduces inherent complexity during softmax.

Moreover, the very different nature of both languages also

introduces additional complexity. The results are summa-

rized in Table 9. After analyzing the results, one emerging

hypothesis can be that the accuracy on English and Urdu

can jointly improve if the convolutional blocks are frozen

and the LSTM layers are fine tuned for each language after

the joint training.

6.5 Model output and failure cases

Some example outputs and failure cases are shown in

Figs. 7 and 8. Figure 7b is a handwritten text, consisting of

names. These names are not common words of Urdu and

they are not used frequently. Despite their infrequency, the

model’s output is correct. This exhibits a desirable property

of good OCR systems, Context Independence. A good

OCR system should not infer complete spellings of an

incomplete word from the context. Moreover, it should not

auto-correct any spelling mistakes in the word. Figure 7d

shows an example where the text is written in irregular

shape, but our model has produced the correct OCR output.

Figure 8a and c shows example images where after mis-

classifying numerals in the middle of the sentence, the

model is able to recognize the remaining sentence properly.

The other failure case shown in Fig. 8d is when characters

in subscript are mis-classified. This happens because some

characters in Urdu, used in subscript, are extremely similar.

These characters are vital in distinguishing the alphabet

being used in the word. Figure 8b shows OCR errors in

Urdu characters written in almost the same way.

We also experimented with low-resolution images of

Urdu to understand how it effects the output of our archi-

tecture. Figure 9 show some of these examples where we

take a text line comprising of less detailed ligatures and

corresponding outputs. Figure 9a shows a moderately

degraded image where our model was able to perfectly

predict the output. It also corrected the spelling mistake in

the image. Figure 9b shows the same sample but with very

less resolution. In this case, our model was not able to

correctly predict the output. Figure 9c and d shows two

other examples of highly degraded samples comprising of

less detailed Urdu ligatures and corresponding outputs.

Table 9 Joint training results: The CER is 6.61% for the combined

test set

UHWR6 UHWR5 UHWR4

Epochs 131 146 195

Train CER (%) 6.99 7.86 7.73

Valid CER (%) 6.35 6.38 6.48

Test CER (%) 6.61 6.72 6.85

Test English CER (%) 6.01 6.07 6.28

Test Urdu CER (%) 7.90 8.06 8.01

However, there is a drop in the overall accuracy, which is due to the

increase in the number of classes and different nature of both lan-

guages (disjoint character-set, grammar rules, ligature)

Fig. 7 The figures show some of the example images and their output

written below. The OCR errors have been highlighted in red. Example

a shows a text-line starting with a number was recognized correctly

with only a single character misclassified. Example b and c illustrate
the context independence property of a good OCR engine. In example

b the text line consists of names that are not part of the common Urdu

word set, yet our system was able to recognize them correctly. In

example d the handwritten text has an irregular shape where some

alphabets are incomplete but the OCR output is correct
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new unconstrained

dataset, named NUST Urdu Handwriting Dataset (NUST-

UHWR), for Urdu handwriting . We also present a hybrid

CNN-RNN model and report its results on our dataset.

We tested four different variants of the model archi-

tecture with varying CNN layers. We achieved 7.35% CER

on the test set with the best performing network. We fur-

ther used n-gram language models and improved the

model’s CER to 5.49% for test set. Our model and the new

unconstrained dataset fills a large gap in literature with

respect to Urdu handwriting recognition. The new dataset

and model architecture will allow further research bridging

other technological gaps in literature and will pave the way

towards digitization of content for historic as well as pre-

sent Indic scripts. We further demonstrate the generaliza-

tion capacity of our CNN-RNN model by showing that it is

possible to jointly train a left to right and a right to left

language with a common feature extractor.

There is a need to introduce models proposed in the

literature to commercial products and projects for main

stream consumers. The rich and vast knowledge base of the

region with respect to art and literature needs to be opened

to the world. Urdu Handwriting recognition possesses great

potential to impact a very big user base of the Indian sub-

continent. Moreover, further research for the recognition of

other complex ligature languages can test similar, if not the

same model architecture with proposed improvements.
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